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ABSTRACT
The cosmic origin of fluorine is still not well constrained. Several nucleosynthetic channels at different
phases of stellar evolution have been suggested, but these must be constrained by observations. For
this, the fluorine abundance trend with metallicity spanning a wide range is required. Our aim is to
determine stellar abundances of fluorine for −1.1 < [Fe/H] < +0.4. We determine the abundances
from HF lines in infrared K-band spectra (∼ 2.3µm) of cool giants, observed with the IGRINS and
Phoenix high-resolution spectrographs. We derive accurate stellar parameters for all our observed K
giants, which is important since the HF lines are very temperature sensitive. We find that [F/Fe] is
flat as a function of metallicity at [F/Fe]∼ 0, but increases as the metallicity increases. The fluorine
slope shows a clear secondary behavior in this metallicity range. We also find that the [F/Ce] ratio
is relatively flat for −0.6 < [Fe/H] < 0, and that for two metal-poor ([Fe/H] < −0.8), s-process
element enhanced giants, we do not detect an elevated fluorine abundance. We interpret all these
observational constraints to indicate that several major processes are at play for the cosmic budget
of fluorine over time; from those in massive stars at low metallicities, through the asymptotic giant
branch-star contribution at −0.6 < [Fe/H] < 0, to processes with increasing yields with metallicity at
super-solar metallicities. The origins of the latter, and whether or not Wolf-Rayet stars and/or novae
could contribute at super-solar metallicities, is currently not known. To quantify these observational
results, theoretical modelling is required. More observations in the metal-poor region are required to
clarify the processes there.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The cosmic origin of fluorine, i.e. the sites and pro-
cesses that are responsible for the build-up of the ele-
ment in the Universe, but also its galactic chemical evo-
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lution, are still very uncertain and turn out to be very
intriguing. The solar abundance of fluorine is less than
a percent of that of the neighboring elements in the pe-
riodic table, which is a reflection of its unique formation
channels. Fluorine reacts readily with hydrogen and he-
lium in stellar interiors, via the reactions 19F(p, α)16O
and 19F(α, p)22Ne, which destroy the 19F nuclei. There
are, however, several possible nucleosynthetic reaction
chains acting in different evolutionary processes of stars
that can synthesize the fragile fluorine nuclei so that
they survive and contribute to the build-up of the cosmic
reservoir of fluorine. It is debated which of the possible
processes is dominant in the Universe and the relative
importance of them at different epochs. Measuring the
fluorine abundances as a function of time or metallicity
provides important constraints to the different forma-
tion channels and different theories of the formation of
fluorine.
Several of the theoretically suggested processes (see,
e.g., the discussion in Spitoni et al. 2018) could actually,
within their uncertainties and reasonable ranges of in-
put parameters, by themselves produce all of the mea-
sured cosmic fluorine abundance. However, the differ-
ent processes act on different timescales, which means
that the evolution of the build-up of fluorine will be
very different. Observational constraints on these evo-
lutionary trends will test the importance of the pro-
cesses. The observed trends might also reflect several
processes and might be different for different stellar
populations (for example, the thin-disk, thick-disk, and
bulge populations). At low metallicities, the ν process
(Woosley & Haxton 1988) and the contribution from
rapidly-rotating, massive stars (Prantzos et al. 2018) can
be tested. At solar metallicities the contribution from
the thermally-pulsating asymptotic giant branch (TP-
AGB) stars (Jorissen et al. 1992) will be the largest,
and at higher metallicities, and especially at super-solar
metallicities, the contributions from novae (Spitoni et al.
2018), Wolf-Rayet stars (Meynet & Arnould 2000), or
from some other metallicity-dependent process might
become increasingly strong. Whether or not Wolf-Rayet
stars actually would contribute to the cosmic budget of
fluorine is, however, highly uncertain (Palacios et al.
(2005) and G. Meynet, private communication).
However, determining the fluorine abundance is chal-
lenging. There is only one stable isotope, 19F, and no
useful atomic lines are readily available for an abundance
determination in cool, stellar atmospheres. The highly
ionized lines in the far-UV (Werner et al. 2005) and
the highly excited Fi lines at 6800-7800 A˚ are only ob-
served in hot stars. The latter were used in Extreme He-
lium Stars and R Coronae Borealis stars (Pandey 2006;
Pandey et al. 2008), with temperatures of Teff> 6500 K.
The only readily useful diagnostics are lines from the
HF molecule in the K and N bands (2.1 − 2.4µm and
8−13µm, respectively), lines which are observable only
in cool giants (Teff< 4500 K). In the K band, telluric
lines can render the abundance determinations uncer-
tain (de Laverny & Recio-Blanco 2013). The molecular
lines are also sensitive to the effective temperatures of
the stars, which therefore have to be determined with
high accuracy. The diagnostically interesting metal-
poor region (investigating the role of and yields from
rapidly rotating massive stars and/or the ν process) is
very difficult to address observationally. The HF line
lists, both for vibration-rotation lines in the K band, as
well as the pure rotational lines in the N band, including
the needed partition functions, are now well determined,
see the discussions in Jo¨nsson et al. (2014a,b).
The field of observationally investigating the chem-
ical evolution of fluorine has grown in recent years
due to the advent of sensitive, high resolution spec-
trometers recording light in the infrared; for exam-
ple, Recio-Blanco et al. (2012); Jo¨nsson et al. (2014b)
used CRIRES at the Very Large Telescope and Pila-
chowski & Pace (2015); Jo¨nsson et al. (2017b); Guerc¸o
et al. (2019a,b) used the Phoenix spectrometer to mea-
sure fluorine abundances in K-band spectra. Guerc¸o
et al. (2019a) also used iSHELL at the NASA Infrared
Telescope Facility (IRTF). Furthermore, Jo¨nsson et al.
(2014a) used TEXES spectra to measure abundances
from the rotational lines at 12µm as well as archival,
K-band spectra observed with the Fourier Transform
Spectrometer at Kitt Peak National Observatory. The-
oretical work during the most recent years include those
of Prantzos et al. (2018); Spitoni et al. (2018); Olive &
Vangioni (2019), apart from work done on the nucle-
osynthetic reaction rates (Sieverding et al. 2018, 2019;
Langanke et al. 2019). A more detailed discussion of
these recent investigations and their interpretation will
be given in Section 5.2. The investigation of the cosmic
budget of fluorine is very active and will still require
more observational and theoretical work in the future.
Here, we analyse the fluorine abundances in 61 stars,
with carefully and homogeneously determined stellar pa-
rameters. The latter is important to minimise the sys-
tematic uncertainties inherent of the used HF line. In
this way we will be able to provide the largest set of ho-
mogeneously determined fluorine abundances for a range
of metallicities. We analyse new K-band spectra ob-
served with the Immersion GRating INfrared spectro-
graph (IGRINS; Yuk et al. 2010; Park et al. 2014) and re-
analyse K-band spectra observed with the Phoenix spec-
trograph, using more accurate stellar parameters. The
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spectra from both instruments have very similar spectral
resolving powers and signal-to-noise ratios. The purely
rotational HF lines at 12µm, presented in Jo¨nsson et al.
(2014a), are stronger than the vibration-rotation lines
at 2.3µm (K band), and should be explored further in
the future for an abundance investigation of cool gi-
ants in the metal-poor region. Observations at 12µm
require, however, brighter stars due to insufficiently sen-
sitive spectrographs and less light from stars in the N
band (Jo¨nsson et al. 2014a).
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Our goal is to fill in and expand the fluorine trends
presented in Jo¨nsson et al. (2017b) for −0.5 < [Fe/H] <
0.4, especially expanding the metallicity range both
downward and upward. We have selected such stars
from a careful optical analysis of about 500 giants to be
presented in Jo¨nsson et al. (in prep.). These stars are
all warmer than 4000 K (K giants), and we therefore
avoid the AGB stars that can produce fluorine them-
selves and pollute their atmospheres (see, e.g., Jorissen
et al. 1992). Hence, all our stars are useful probes for
the galactic chemical evolution of fluorine.
Since the fluorine abundances are determined from
vibration-rotational lines of the HF molecule, stars that
yield suitable HF-line strengths have to be chosen. For a
given metallicity, these molecular lines become stronger
the cooler the star is and the lower the surface grav-
ity of the star is; the lower the temperature is, the
larger is the molecular density, and the lower the sur-
face gravity is the stronger is the relative strength of
the lines compared to the continuum. The continuous
opacity in this wavelength region, which is due to the
H−ff process, decreases with electron pressure in the line-
forming regions, which in turn decreases with lower sur-
face gravities. Since the line strengths are proportional
to the ratio of line to continuous opacities, the lines be-
come stronger for a star with a lower surface gravity, for
a given fluorine abundance (see Jo¨nsson et al. 2014b).
Thus, in order for the lines to be measurable in stars of
low metallicities, cool giants should to be chosen. In the
metal-rich wavelength region, the lines can even become
saturated for very cool giants.
Spectra of giants from two sets of observations have
been analysed here: the first set consists of 25 giants,
which were observed with the IGRINS spectrograph
(Yuk et al. 2010). Of these giants, 10 had spectra with
a detectable HF feature and another 10 yielded a use-
ful upper limit. The second set consists of 41 giants
with spectra from Jo¨nsson et al. (2017b) displaying a
detectable HF line and are reanalysed here. These were
observed with the Phoenix spectrograph (Hinkle et al.
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Figure 1. Observed IGRINS spectra of the 10 stars yield-
ing a fluorine abundance. The spectra near the HF line at
λair = 23358.33 A˚, is shown with blue dotted lines. Synthetic
spectra are shown by the red line. The HF line is marked
with vertical lines. Only the HF line is fitted. The stars are
ordered with increasing Teff from the top. The other spectral
lines in the figure are all CO vibration-rotational lines.
1998, 2003) mounted on the 4m Mayall telescope at Kitt
Peak National Observatory (KPNO) at a spectral resolv-
ing power of R = 50000 and typical signal-to-noise ratios
of 100 (for more details, see, Jo¨nsson et al. 2017b).
We have also used the derived abundances from six
giants from the work by Jo¨nsson et al. (2014a). They
observed these stars with the TEXES spectrograph
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Table 1. IGRINS observing log in the same order as in Table 2
Star 2MASS name H K Date Telescope Exposure time
(mag) (mag) [s]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Stars with a detected HF line:
HIP72012 J14434444+4027333 2.6 2.4 2016 June 16 HJST 30 × 4 (ABBA)
KIC5113061 J19413439+4017482 8.2 8.0 2016 Nov. 22 DCT 90 × 8 (ABBAABBA)
HIP63432 J12595500+6635502 2.4 2.1 2016 May 29 HJST 30 × 6 (ABBAAB)
HIP96014 J19311935+5018240 2.9 2.5 2016 June 15 HJST 30 × 4 (ABBA)
KIC5779724 J19123427+4105257 8.0 7.8 2016 Dec. 09 DCT 60 × 10 (ABBAABBAAB)
KIC4177025 J19434309+3917436 7.6 7.5 2016 Nov. 22 DCT 60 × 6 (ABBAAB)
KIC5113910 J19421943+4016074 8.2 8.0 2016 Nov. 22 DCT 90 × 8 (ABBAABBA)
KIC3955590 J19272677+3900456 7.8 7.7 2016 Nov. 23 DCT 60 × 8 (ABBAABBA)
HD102328 J11465561+5537416 2.9 2.6 2016 Feb. 02 HJST 1.6 × 20 (A & B)
KIC5900096 J19515137+4106378 6.0 5.8 2016 Nov. 22 DCT 30 × 4 (ABBA)
Stars yielding an upper limit of the HF abundance:
HIP50583 J10195836+1950290 −0.8 −0.8 2016 June 20 HJST 1.6 × 18 (A)
KIC11045542 J19530590+4833180 8.4 8.2 2016 Dec. 11 DCT 250 × 8 (ABBAABBA)
α Boo J14153968+1910558 −2.8 −2.9 2015 April 11 HJST 30 × 2 (AB)
2M14231899 J14231899+0540079 8.0 7.8 2016 June 19 HJST 150× 8 (ABBA)
2M17215666 J17215666+4301408 7.6 7.5 2016 July 25 HJST 180 × 6 (ABBAAB)
KIC4659706 J19324055+3946338 7.6 7.4 2016 Nov. 19 DCT 60 × 8 (ABBAABBA)
HIP90344 J18255915+6533486 2.2 2.1 2016 June 15 HJST 30 × 4 (ABBA)
KIC3936921 J19023934+3905592 8.3 8.1 2016 Nov. 23 DCT 120 × 8 (ABBAABBA)
KIC11342694 J19110062+4906529 7.6 7.4 2016 Nov. 17 DCT 60 × 8 (ABBAABBA)
KIC3748585 J19272877+3848096 6.4 6.3 2016 Nov. 17 DCT 30 × 8 (ABBAABBA)
Note—DCT: the Discovery Channel Telescope, a 4.3 m telescope at Lowell Observatory, Arizona.
Note—HJST: the Harlan J Smith Telescope, a 2.7 m telescope at McDonald Observatory, Texas.
(Lacy et al. 2002) at NASA’s Infrared Telescope Facility
(IRTF), recording the rotational HF lines at 12µm with
a spectral resolving power of R ∼ 65 000 and a signal-
to-noise ratio also of typically 100. They used a similar
method of analysis as presented here.
The IGRINS spectra were recorded during 2016, from
February to December, apart from α Boo which was ob-
served earlier on 2015 April 11, see Table 1. The spectra
were all observed on the 4.3-meter Discovery Channel
Telescope (DCT) at Lowell Observatory (Mace et al.
2018), or on the 2.7 meter Harlan J. Smith Telescope
at McDonald Observatory (Mace et al. 2016). IGRINS
provides a spectral resolving power of R = λ/∆λ ∼
45 000 spanning the full H and K bands (1.45−2.5µm),
recorded in one exposure, even though for this paper we
use only small parts of the spectra.
The stars were observed in an ABBA nod sequence
along the slit. Exposure times for these bright objects
range from 30 to 2000 seconds, see Table 1. These ex-
posure times were set by the requirement to retrieve
spectra of a signal-to-noise ratio of at least 100, which
was achieved. Telluric standard stars (typically rapidly
rotating, late B to early A dwarfs) were also observed
in conjunction with the science targets at similar air
masses. All the spectra were reduced using the IGRINS
pipeline (Lee et al. 2017), which extracts wavelength cal-
ibrated spectra after flat-field correction and A-B frame
subtractions.
The science spectra were then divided by the telluric
spectra, in order to divide out the telluric lines. This
works very well, since the telluric stars are observed
close in time and at a similar airmass compared to the
observations of the science targets. Every order of the
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divided spectra is continuum normalized with the IRAF
task continuum (Tody 1993). These were then com-
bined with the task scombine allowing an addition of
overlapping regions of subsequent orders, but also cut-
ting away edge regions with no traceable continuum and
spurious edge effects. This resulted in one normalized
stitched spectrum for the K band with a wavelength
coverage of 19700 − 24800 A˚. The regions with heavy
telluric contamination at the edges of these limits are,
however, not always useful. In the cases where the final
spectra still have some modulation in their continuum
levels, these are taken care of by defining specific local
continua around the spectral line being studied. The HF
line that is finally used lies at λair = 23358.33 A˚. The 10
spectra with a detected HF line are shown in Figure 1,
where the spectra are ordered by increasing Teff . The
effective temperatures and metallicities of the stars are
indicated in the figure.
3. ANALYSIS
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Figure 2. [F/H] as a function of metallicitiy, [Fe/H] is shown
for the stars observed with IGRINS (red), Phoenix (blue),
and TEXES (green). A(F) = 4.43 (Lodders 2003).
From the IGRINS spectra of these 10 new stars and
the 41 Phoenix spectra, we have thus derived the flu-
orine abundance from the HF(v = 1 − 0) R9 line at
λair = 23358.33 A˚. We have analyzed these spectra
with tailored synthetic spectra, calculating the radiative
transfer through spherical model atmospheres, defined
by their stellar parameters. These are the effective tem-
perature, Teff , surface gravity, log g, metallicity, [Fe/H],
and the microturbulence, ξmicro.
In order to derive as accurate abundances as possi-
ble, these fundamental input parameters must be de-
termined accurately and in a homogeneous way. The
spectroscopic method developed for K giants from high-
resolution optical spectra by Jo¨nsson et al. (2017a) can
do that. In this method the stellar parameters are de-
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Figure 3. [F/Fe] ratio as a function of metallicity is shown
for the stars observed with IGRINS (red), Phoenix (blue),
and TEXES (green). A(F) = 4.43 (Lodders 2003).
termined simultaneously by fitting unsaturated and un-
blended Fe I, Fe II and Ca I lines as well as log g sen-
sitive Ca I wings. The derived parameters are bench-
marked against independently determined effective tem-
peratures, Teff , from angular diameter measurements
and surface gravities, log g, from asteroseimological mea-
surements. As a development of this method, Jo¨nsson et
al. (in prep.) have been utilizing an up to three times
broader wavelength range of the high-resolution opti-
cal spectra from Jo¨nsson et al. (2017a), Lomaeva et al.
(2019), and Forsberg et al. (2019), all observed with the
FIES spectrograph (Telting et al. 2014) on the Nordic
Optical Telescope (NOT). In total, stellar parameters
and several abundances for more than 500 K-giants have
been derived. We have been using a subset of these here.
The code Spectroscopy Made Easy (SME) (Valenti &
Piskunov 1996, 2012) is used to determine these stel-
lar parameters. SME interpolates in a grid of one-
dimensional (1D) MARCS atmosphere models (Gustafs-
son et al. 2008). These are hydrostatic model atmo-
spheres in spherical geometry, computed assuming LTE,
chemical equilibrium, homogeneity, and conservation of
the total flux (radiative plus convective, the convective
flux being computed using the mixing-length recipe).
The uncertainties achieved are ±50 K for Teff , ±0.15 dex
for log g, ±0.05 dex for [Fe/H], and ±0.1 km s−1for
ξmicro. The final stellar parameters are given in Tables
2 and 3.
From the optical spectra we have also determined the
oxygen and cerium abundances, listed in Tables 2 and
3. The oxygen abundances were determined from the
6300.308 A˚ [Oi]-line, and the cerium abundance from five
Ce II lines between 5250 and 6050 A˚ (more details in
Jo¨nsson et al. (in prep)). These abundances are used in
the trend plots in Figures 8-10.
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With the derived stellar parameters, we can then syn-
thesize spectra and determine abundances from the in-
frared spectra. We have chosen also here to use SME in
order to be consistent with the determination of the stel-
lar parameters, but also since it has a flexible chi-square
minimization tool for finding the solution that fits an
observed spectrum the best, in a pre-specified spectral
window. Then, we determine the fluorine abundance by
fitting the HF line. To improve the rough normalisation
that was initially done on the spectra, a straight line
was fitted to continuum regions on both sides of the HF
line. Also, the width of the line, which we call ξmacro
and includes both the stellar macroturbulence and the
spectrograph’s instrumental profile, is carefully deter-
mined since the entire line profile is fitted. For the
IGRINS spectra, the ξmacro is determined from a few
blend-free Si lines with suitable strength for the width
determination, and for the narrower Phoenix spectra,
the ξmacro is determined from the HF features them-
selves and checking against the neighboring CO lines.
A ξFWHMmacro ∼ 4.5 km s−1 is found for all stars.
The fluorine abundance is thus determined for the 41
giants observed with the Phoenix spectrograph and the
10 giants observed with the IGRINS spectrograph, that
show clear HF lines. We have synthesized eight of the
most promising HF lines, namely the HF(ν = 1−0) R3,
4, 7, 9, 12, 13, 14, and 15 of the R branch. However, it
is only the R9 line that can be used for an abundance
determination; all the other lines have various problems,
such as line blending or being too weak. Indeed, it is
mostly the HF(ν = 1− 0) R9 line that has been used in
the literature.
The molecular line data, i.e. wavelengths, excitation
energies, and transition probabilities (log gf), are calcu-
lated and given in Jo¨nsson et al. (2014b). These authors
also stress the importance of using a partition function
consistent with these excitation energies in order to get
the correct abundances; otherwise an abundances off-set
of ∼ 0, 3 dex is found. The correct partition function is
given in Jo¨nsson et al. (2014a). For such a light molecule
as HF, the difference in energies is large, depending on
whether the zero point of the excitation energies is set
by the dissociation energy of the energy potential, De, or
the true energy required for dissociation, D0. Jo¨nsson
et al. (2014b) use the latter definition. It should also
be noted that there is still an uncertainty in the dis-
sociation energy of the HF molecule, which could give
an additional systematic uncertainty in the derived F
abundances of ∼ 0.04 dex (see discsussion in Guerc¸o
et al. 2019a).
In Figure 3 of Jo¨nsson et al. (2014b) all vibration-
rotational lines in both the R and P branches are given.
The P branch lines are in general stronger than the lines
in the R branch, with the P10 line being the strongest.
However, the P branch lies mainly between the K and L
bands, where it is obscured by the Earth’s atmosphere.
The HF(ν = 1− 0) P21 (and higher) lines appear in the
L band (∼ 3.5− 4.1µm).
For the 10 giants for which a Gaussian line profile
could not be distinguished from the noise in the spectra,
an upper limit of the fluorine abundance is determined
instead. This was done such that a synthetic spectrum
with a clearly too strong HF line than the observed noise
in the region of the HF line, is calculated, providing
an upper limit to the fluorine abundance. Five other
giants that were hotter, provided upper limits that were
uninterestingly high and are omitted from the analysis
for clarity.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Fluorine Abundances
The final fluorine abundances and upper limits are
given in Tables 2 and 3, where we provide the number
density abundances, A(F ) = logNF /NH + 12 and the
[F/Fe]1 abundance ratios. In the tables we also provide
the oxygen and cerium abundance results from the op-
tical spectra.
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Figure 4. [F/Fe] versus [Fe/H] compared to determina-
tions from the literature. Large black dots are from Nault
& Pilachowski (2013), small grey dots from Jo¨nsson et al.
(2017b), the square from Li et al. (2013), and crosses from
Guerc¸o et al. (2019a), with the two metal-poor stars with
high [F/Fe] probably being members of the Monoceros over-
density (Guerc¸o et al. 2019a).
In Figure 2 we present [F/H] versus [Fe/H] as deter-
mined from the IGRINS data (in red), the Phoenix data
1 The notation [A/B] = log(NA/NB)∗− log(NA/NB), where NA
and NB are the number abundances of elements A and B respec-
tively.
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(in blue), and from the Jo¨nsson et al. (2014a) TEXES
determinations (in green). Upper limits are marked with
triangles. In Figure 3 the [F/Fe] trend is shown in-
stead. The stellar abundances are normalized to the so-
lar value, which is very uncertain; there is no detectable
HF in the solar photosphere, so the solar abundance
value is determined either from meteoritic measurements
(A(F ) = 4.43± 0.06; Lodders 2003) or from uncertain
measurements in sunspot spectra (A(F ) = 4.56±0.30;
Hall & Noyes 1969; Grevesse et al. 2007)2. More re-
cently Maiorca et al. (2014) analysed a spectrum of a
medium-strong sunspot umbra (∼ 4250 K) determining
the solar fluorine abundance of A(F ) = 4.40 ± 0.25,
which is consistent with the Hall & Noyes (1969) value,
with an equally large uncertainty. This nominal value is
very close to the meteoritic value, but given the uncer-
tainties in the modelling of the umbral spectra, the value
to be used is the meteoritic value of Lodders (2003). It
would be desirable to determine the solar fluorine abun-
dance to a higher accuracy.
As can be seen in Table 2, only the giants with an
effective temperature of less that approximately 4500
K, show the HF line. For the metal-poor stars, even
cooler giants are required. The method that we use
for determining the stellar parameters is developed for
stars warmer than approximately 4000 K, which means
that we have avoided cooler stars since we aim at high
accuracy and homogeneity. We realize that the HF
line should get stronger for cooler stars and for stars
with lower surface gravities, and these could be used for
future fluorine measurements in the metal-poor region
(see., e.g., the recent work by Guerc¸o et al. 2019a). Cool,
metal-poor giants are, however, very rare.
4.2. Uncertainties
Several effects could contribute to the uncertainties of
the determined fluorine abundances. The uncertainties
in the HF line data are very small compared to other
uncertainties, at least by a factor of ten. Residuals from
the telluric line division could impinge on the HF line.
We have, however, checked where the telluric lines fall
in all of the stars, assuring that this is not the case.
Furthermore, the way the continuum is set could affect
the equivalent width of the line. We have, however,
adjusted the continuum locally, minimizing this uncer-
tainty. The largest uncertainties stem instead from the
uncertainties in the stellar parameters of the stars, in
spite of our efforts to determine these as accurately as
2 See also the discussion in Nault & Pilachowski (2013) about this
value and a reevaluation of it due to the problems with the exci-
tation potential of HF, now solved (Jo¨nsson et al. 2014b)
possible. We have therefore allowed the stellar param-
eters to vary within their uncertainties. The molecular
lines are very temperature sensitive, with a change in
the derived fluorine of 0.1 dex for +50 K. A change of
the surface gravity of 0.15 dex results in a change of the
same magnitude. The uncertainties in abundance ratios
are, in general, smaller since they often cancel out to var-
ious degrees. A change in the microturbulence does not
affect the synthesised line, as expected for these weak
lines. This shows that it is important to determine the
Teff and log g very well in order to minimize the scatter
in the fluorine trends with metallicity. We estimate a
total uncertainty in the derived fluorine abundances to
be σA(F) ∼ 0.15 dex and in the abundance ratios to be
σ[F/Fe]) ∼ 0.10 dex.
The robustness of our method is demonstrated by the
similarity between our abundance trends derived from
the two different spectrographs (IGRINS and Phoenix),
and that determined from the TEXES spectrograph,
showing the similarity of the abundances derived from
the two diagnostics (the vibration-rotational lines at
2.3µm and the pure rotational lines at 12µm).
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Nucleosynthesis of fluorine
In the following a short overview of the possible pro-
duction sites of fluorine that may be important and are
discussed theoretically is given. The predicted trends
from the different channels are discussed, which will be
important when analyzing our data later on.
(i) The contributions to the cosmic budget of fluorine
from non-rotating massive stars and conventional Type
II Supernovae are negligible (Kobayashi et al. 2011b;
Prantzos et al. 2018). Rapidly rotating massive stars
can, however, produce primary fluorine from 14N, via
proton and α captures in the presence of 13C, which
is needed for the generation of protons (Prantzos et al.
2018). The 14N comes from reactions with 12C which is
the ashes of He burning in the massive star itself, and is
therefore of primary origin (Guerc¸o et al. 2019a). This
process could dominate the F budget all the way up to
solar metallicities.
ii) The ν process, active during core collapse su-
pernovae (Woosley & Haxton 1988; Woosley et al.
1990; Timmes et al. 1995; Langanke et al. 2019),
could contribute substantially to the fluorine production
(Kobayashi et al. 2011a; Nault & Pilachowski 2013; Pila-
chowski & Pace 2015). In this process fluorine is formed
from neutrino-induced spallation reactions with 20Ne in
the expelled shell, containing nuclei formed in the pro-
genitor star. Fluorine is then a primary element, formed
from a process which is independent of the metallicity
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Table 2. Program stars observed with IGRINS; Stellar parameters and derived abundances in
order of Teff
Star Teff log g [Fe/H] ξmicro A(F) [F/Fe] A(O) [O/Fe] [Ce/Fe]
[K] (dex) [km s−1]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Stars with a detected HF line:
HIP72012 4077 1.4 −0.28 1.5 4.30 0.15 8.58 0.17 −0.06
KIC5113061 4100 1.7 −0.09 1.8 4.29 −0.05 8.74 0.14 −0.02
HIP63432 4155 1.3 −0.87 1.9 3.76 0.2 8.36 0.54 −0.0
HIP96014 4240 1.6 −0.43 1.7 3.91 −0.09 8.48 0.22 −0.05
KIC5779724 4303 1.6 −0.45 1.7 4.06 0.08 8.74 0.50 −0.05
KIC4177025 4309 1.7 −0.37 1.7 4.01 −0.05 8.75 0.43 −0.09
KIC5113910 4338 1.7 −0.48 1.6 3.85 −0.10 8.46 0.25 0.08
KIC3955590 4411 2.2 +0.03 1.6 4.67 0.21 8.89 0.17 −0.07
HD102328 4442 2.5 +0.28 1.5 4.88 0.17 8.97 −0.01 −0.09
KIC5900096 4480 2.5 +0.23 1.5 4.78 0.12 8.94 0.02 −0.09
Stars yielding an upper limit of the HF abundance:
HIP50583 4292 1.7 −0.54 1.7 < 3.8 < −0.07 8.44 0.29 0.09
KIC11045542 4304 1.6 −0.65 1.5 < 3.8 < 0.03 8.28 0.24 −0.01
α Boo 4308 1.7 −0.55 1.8 < 3.9 < 0.03 8.64 0.50 −0.13
2M14231899 4308 1.8 −0.82 1.6 < 3.5 < −0.07 8.43 0.56 0.32
2M17215666 4342 1.6 −1.11 1.7 < 3.5 < 0.13 8.14 0.56 0.34
KIC4659706 4428 2.5 +0.24 1.5 < 4.9 < 0.23 9.03 0.10 −0.04
HIP90344 4454 2.2 −0.39 1.4 < 4.3 < 0.23 8.65 0.35 0.06
KIC3936921 4488 2.2 +0.01 1.6 < 4.5 < 0.08 8.92 0.22 −0.11
KIC11342694 4509 2.8 +0.14 1.3 < 4.7 < 0.13 8.83 0.00 −0.05
KIC3748585 4569 2.6 +0.03 1.3 < 4.6 < 0.18 8.83 0.11 0.00
Note—We use A(O) = 8.69 (Asplund et al. 2009), A(F) = 4.43 (Lodders 2003), and
A(Ce) = 1.58 (Grevesse et al. 2015).
of the site of formation. Since the progenitor stars are
massive, short-lived stars, they contribute early (Olive
& Vangioni 2019), already at low metallicities, and at a
constant ratio with oxygen, another element synthesized
in massive stars ending their lives as supernovae Type II.
However, there are still large uncertainties in the stellar
modelling (such as progenitor mass and distribution of
20Ne) and the neutrino-induced thermonuclear reaction
rates of 20Ne (Sieverding et al. 2018, 2019). The F pro-
duction is also very sensitive to the modelled neutrino
flux and its spectrum (Alibe´s et al. 2001; Prantzos et al.
2018; Olive & Vangioni 2019; Langanke et al. 2019).
(iii) During the He-burning thermal pulses (TP) in
AGB stars, the 14N produced in the hydrogen-burning
CNO-cycle, can produce fluorine through a chain of re-
actions also involving neutrons and protons, a process
discussed by, for example, Forestini et al. (1992); Joris-
sen et al. (1992); Abia et al. (2011); Cristallo et al.
(2014). Subsequently, the star undergoes the 3rd dredge-
up, during which the surface is enriched with fluorine.
This fluorine is subsequently expelled to the interstellar
medium by stellar winds and/or during the planetary
nebulae phase of the star. Fluorine produced through
this channel would be a secondary element (Prantzos
et al. 2018), with yields depending on the metallicity
of the star forming it. Goriely & Mowlavi (2000) also
show the importance of partial mixing of protons into
the carbon-rich layers in the interiors of AGB stars dur-
ing the 3rd dredge-up, for the formation of fluorine.
At too high temperatures in the stellar interiors,
helium-nuclei or proton-capture reactions destroy fluo-
rine, converting it to Ne, as mentioned above. There-
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Table 3. Program stars observed with the Phoenix spectrograph at KPNO; Stellar parameters and derived abundances
Star 2MASS name H K Teff log g [Fe/H] ξmicro A(F) [F/Fe] A(O) [O/Fe] [Ce/Fe]
(mag) (mag) [K] (dex) [km s−1]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
HIP48455 J09524585+2600248 1.3 1.2 4494 2.5 +0.27 1.5 4.98 0.28 8.88 −0.08 −0.15
HIP68567 J14021217+4545124 3.5 3.2 4163 1.7 −0.17 1.5 4.20 −0.06 8.70 0.18 −0.11
HIP69118 J14085485+3201083 5.2 5.0 4195 1.8 −0.17 1.5 4.27 0.01 8.72 0.2 −0.1
HIP69316 J14111512+3217451 3.7 3.6 4475 2.6 +0.29 1.5 5.00 0.28 9.02 0.04 −0.02
HIP70949 J14304537+0446202 2.8 2.6 4145 1.7 −0.21 1.5 4.26 0.04 8.72 0.24 0.12
HIP72499 J14492614+1002389 4.1 4.0 4485 2.5 +0.37 1.5 5.07 0.27 8.91 −0.15 −0.14
HIP73203 J14574158+2440267 3.7 3.5 4070 1.3 −0.52 1.6 3.97 0.06 8.64 0.47 −0.15
HIP73917 J15062101+2626136 4.9 4.7 4204 1.8 −0.10 1.6 4.24 −0.09 8.69 0.1 −0.08
HIP75541 J15255910+4418079 3.9 3.9 4109 1.7 −0.13 1.6 4.12 −0.18 8.71 0.15 −0.02
HIP75572 J15261738+3420095 2.4 2.1 4014 1.3 −0.43 1.6 4.04 0.04 8.52 0.26 −0.09
HIP75583 J15263014+2807391 4.4 4.2 4169 1.6 −0.41 1.5 3.98 −0.04 8.58 0.3 0.02
HIP76634 J15390103+0328034 4.2 4.0 4166 2.1 +0.20 1.4 4.84 0.21 8.96 0.07 0.12
HIP77743 J15522151+2836267 5.3 5.1 4465 2.6 +0.26 1.5 4.85 0.16 8.98 0.03 −0.1
HIP78157 J15573375+1604218 5.8 5.7 4496 2.6 +0.33 1.5 5.10 0.34 9.02 0. −0.02
HIP78262 J15584908+1612399 4.5 4.3 4070 1.7 −0.05 1.5 4.39 0.01 8.80 0.16 −0.14
HIP79120 J16085888+0327161 2.6 2.4 4106 1.8 +0.10 1.4 4.69 0.16 8.90 0.11 −0.11
HIP79488 J16131544+0501160 2.3 2.1 4067 1.6 −0.11 1.7 4.24 −0.08 8.73 0.15 0.00
HIP79953 J16191120+4902172 2.9 2.7 4111 1.6 −0.24 1.6 4.13 −0.06 8.62 0.17 −0.01
HIP80693 J16283398+0039540 2.2 2.0 4115 1.8 +0.06 1.6 4.52 0.03 8.87 0.12 −0.22
HIP82012 J16451180+4313015 3.0 2.6 4073 1.5 −0.25 1.6 4.06 −0.12 8.60 0.16 0.02
HIP82611 J16531756+4724598 3.0 2.6 4163 1.6 −0.47 1.6 3.80 −0.16 8.54 0.32 −0.02
HIP82802 J16552218+1825594 2.2 2.1 4086 1.7 −0.15 1.6 4.30 0.02 8.75 0.21 −0.09
HIP83677 J17060964+0944017 3.2 2.9 4059 1.5 −0.12 1.6 4.08 −0.22 8.72 0.15 −0.03
HIP84431 J17154147+2344338 3.2 2.8 4222 1.7 −0.09 1.6 4.34 −0. 8.72 0.12 −0.06
HIP84659 J17182453+2656130 4.8 4.6 4356 2.0 −0.18 1.6 4.41 0.16 8.76 0.25 0.01
HIP85109 J17233792+1323514 4.5 4.3 4314 2.2 +0.08 1.4 4.70 0.19 8.86 0.09 −0.12
HIP85692 J17304356+5752365 3.0 2.8 4091 1.5 −0.31 1.7 3.90 −0.22 8.55 0.17 0.18
HIP85824 J17321358+4619500 4.0 4.0 4170 1.7 −0.25 1.5 4.31 0.13 8.81 0.37 −0.03
HIP87445 J17520472+3958553 3.0 2.8 4158 1.6 −0.26 1.6 4.06 −0.11 8.58 0.15 0.06
HIP87777 J17555082+2227513 3.0 2.7 4383 2.1 −0.09 1.6 4.49 0.15 8.73 0.13 0.07
HIP88770 J18072099+0228537 3.3 3.1 4050 1.5 −0.24 1.6 4.12 −0.07 8.62 0.18 −0.05
HIP88877 J18083882+5758468 4.1 4.0 4046 1.5 −0.19 1.6 4.34 0.1 8.62 0.12 −0.1
HIP89298 J18131656+2152493 3.0 2.8 4031 1.4 −0.29 1.5 4.19 0.05 8.59 0.19 0.03
HIP89827 J18195206+2939588 3.3 2.9 4221 1.7 −0.17 1.6 4.24 −0.02 8.62 0.1 0.00
HIP90915 J18324614+2337005 2.7 2.4 4008 1.5 −0.18 1.8 4.24 −0.01 8.62 0.11 0.02
HIP92768 J18541325+2754342 2.7 2.4 4131 1.7 −0.20 1.5 4.21 −0.02 8.67 0.18 −0.07
HIP93256 J18594548+2613492 2.2 2.0 4307 1.9 −0.31 1.4 4.23 0.11 8.56 0.18 0.01
HIP93488 J19022156+0822248 2.7 2.5 4095 1.6 −0.22 1.8 4.04 −0.17 8.66 0.19 0.14
HIP94591 J19145845+2823411 4.6 4.4 4181 1.6 −0.21 1.6 4.01 −0.21 8.64 0.16 0.03
HIP96063 J19315598+3011162 4.6 4.3 4242 2.0 −0.02 1.5 4.54 0.12 8.75 0.08 −0.09
HIP97789 J19521643+3625563 3.1 2.7 4089 1.6 −0.08 1.7 4.22 −0.13 8.71 0.1 −0.07
Note—We use A(O) = 8.69 (Asplund et al. 2009), A(F) = 4.43 (Lodders 2003), and A(Ce) = 1.58 (Grevesse et al. 2015).
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fore, the AGB stars that form fluorine are less massive
than approximately 4M, preventing the high temper-
atures of hot bottom burning (Kobayashi et al. 2011a).
The fluorine production in AGB stars is, indeed, mass
dependent between 2− 4M, with a maximum around
3M (Kobayashi et al. 2011b). Due to the time delay
for low- and intermediate-mass stars to start contribut-
ing to the cosmic build-up of fluorine, this source will
start contributing at a higher metallicity ([Fe/H] ∼ −0.9
to −0.7 Kobayashi et al. 2011a) and will be differ-
ent for different stellar populations with different star-
formation rates. This process was observationally ar-
gued for being a dominant source of present-day cosmic
fluorine in the solar neighborhood by, for example, Joris-
sen et al. (1992); Recio-Blanco et al. (2012); Jo¨nsson
et al. (2014a); Olive & Vangioni (2019); Guerc¸o et al.
(2019a); Abia et al. (2015a,b). The last-named also con-
clude that additional sources are necessary. Abia et al.
(2019) argue that AGB stars do contribute, however,
not as the main source in the solar neighbourhood, thus
contrary to Olive & Vangioni (2019), among others.
(iv) A similar reaction chain could occur in massive
Wolf-Rayet stars, a process investigated early by Meynet
& Arnould (2000) and discussed and argued for in, i.a.,
Cunha et al. (2003); Renda et al. (2004); Cunha et al.
(2008); Spitoni et al. (2018), but questioned in Palacios
et al. (2005) when rotation is included. 14N, also here
resulting from the CNO-cycle as a secondary element (N
formed from the pre-existing C), is converted to fluorine
during the core-helium burning phase, and subsequently
expelled through the strong, metal-line driven wind. In
this channel, the fluorine produced therefore acts as a
secondary element, at high enough metallicities. The
formation of Wolf-Rayet stars and their winds are also
metallicity dependent, thus becoming increasingly im-
portant first for higher metallicities (Cunha et al. 2003)
and should, therefore, be less dependent on the star-
formation rates of different stellar populations. Primary
nitrogen, subsequently burning to fluorine, can also be
produced, but is restricted to metal-poor, rotating mas-
sive stars (Meynet & Maeder 2002; Spitoni et al. 2018).
It should, however, be noted that the conditions and
mechanisms in Wolf-Rayet stars for fluorine to survive
and contribute to the cosmic F-reservoir are very uncer-
tain; recent massive-star models with mass-loss rates ac-
counting for the reduction factor due to clumping show
that these stars might not at all be significant as a source
of cosmic fluorine (G. Meynet, private communication).
This was also shown earlier by Palacios et al. (2005).
(v) Spitoni et al. (2018) discuss the possibility of novae
contributing to the cosmic budget of fluorine. These
could, in principle, produce fluorine (Jose´ & Hernanz
1998) through reactions starting with proton captures
by 17O nuclei. Indeed, Spitoni et al. (2018) conclude
that this process might be important to reproduce the
secondary behavior of the observed fluorine trends. It
should also be noted that the novae yields are also highly
uncertain (Spitoni et al. 2018).
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Figure 5. [F/Fe] as a function of effective temperature,
color-coded for the stars’ metallicities, [Fe/H].
5.2. Fluorine abundances and ratios versus metallicity
The abundances as a function of metallicity, pre-
sented in Figure 2, show a very tight relation, close
to linear. At lower metallicities these abundance ra-
tios might decrease more slowly as the metallicity de-
creases. The spread in the F abundances in the range
between [Fe/H] ∼ −0.6 up to solar metallicity, is larger
than for super-solar metallicities. This is even more ev-
ident in Figure 3, where [F/Fe] is plotted versus metal-
licity. Below [Fe/H] ∼ −0.6 we have three upper limits
and one determined abundance from a clearly detected
HF line in the spectrum of the giant HIP63432, with
[Fe/H] = −0.87. This spectrum is displayed in Figure 1
and has a [F/Fe]= 0.2. Note, that our estimated uncer-
tainties, mainly due to the uncertainties in the stellar
parameters, is of the order of σ[F/Fe] ∼ 0.1 dex. This
low-metallicity trend with metallicity seems, thus, to be
quite flat, with indications of a detectable spread. How-
ever, more fluorine determinations in metal-poor stars
are clearly needed.
All trends go roughly through the expected solar val-
ues, ([F/Fe],[Fe/H])=(0, 0). It should, however, be kept
in mind that the solar F-abundance determinations are
subjected to large uncertainties (of the order of ±0.25
dex; Hall & Noyes 1969; Grevesse et al. 2007; Maiorca
et al. 2014), and that we are using the meteoric value
of Lodders (2003). The choice of the value of the solar
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Figure 6. [F/Fe] as a function of [Fe/H] color-coded for the stars’ effective temperatures, Teff . The figure in the lower left
corner is a Kiel-diagram for the same stars color-coded for their metallicities.
fluorine abundance only results in a scaling of the abun-
dances in the Figures, but should be taken into account
for comparisons with other published abundances.
Our abundances show less scatter in the trends than
many previous investigations (see, e.g, Recio-Blanco
et al. 2012; Pilachowski & Pace 2015; Jo¨nsson et al.
2017b). For the narrow metallicity range of the open
cluster giants in Nault & Pilachowski (2013), our re-
sults agree very well, with a clear increase at super-solar
values, see Figure 4. Furthermore, our new abundances
based on the Phoenix spectra show slightly smaller scat-
ter, and a tighter correlation, than those determined by
Jo¨nsson et al. (2017b), who analysed the same spectra
(see the small grey dots in Figure 4). We believe the
reason for this smaller scatter is caused by our more ac-
curate stellar parameters. Also the trends discussed in
Guerc¸o et al. (2019a) agree very well with ours (crosses
in Figure 4), within the common metallicity range. In
light of their plateau suggested by the data of Guerc¸o
et al. (2019a) at low metallicities ([Fe/H] < −0.5) (ex-
cluding the probable members of the Monoceros over-
density) and the data point from the study of Li et al.
(2013), our indications of a plateau is strengthened. The
plateau in Guerc¸o et al. (2019a), however, lies at a ∼ 0.2
dex lower level.
In Figure 5, we plot the [F/Fe] abundance ratios as a
function of effective temperature, color-coding the stars
for their metallicities. Stars cooler than approximately
4350 K show no trend with Teff but a scatter. For the
warmer stars, only higher [F/Fe] values are measured,
tracing the upper range of the scatter. This effect is also
seen and discussed in Pilachowski & Pace (2015). In the
warmer stars the HF line increasingly disappears, and
only the stars with a high F-abundance will be detected.
Lower abundance, such as for metal-poor stars, will not
yield a strong enough HF line to be detected for the
warm stars. Indeed, among the warmer stars, we find
mostly metal-rich stars, for which we see an upturn in
[F/Fe] in Figure 3. Furthermore, few metal-poor stars
are found at temperatures above 4350 K.
In Figure 6, we plot the [F/Fe] abundance ratios in-
stead, as a function of metallicity, colour-coding the
stars for their effective temperatures. No trend with
Teff is detected, apart from the most metal-rich stars
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being predominately warm. The reason for this is seen
in the Kiel diagram in the lower left corner of the figure.
There, we clearly see the giant branch with the metal-
licities increasing diagonally to lower temperatures, as
expected (see also Jo¨nsson et al. 2017a). Most of our
warm stars above 4400 K are red clump stars and are
metal-rich. Note that some of the high metallicity stars
are also cooler. Had we targetted more stars, we would
have detected the HF line in a larger number of cooler
stars. The line is actually more easily detected the cooler
the giant star is, due to the molecular equilibrium. How-
ever, the lower number of warm, metal-poor stars in the
Kiel diagram is caused by the HF line strength becoming
weaker and eventually disappearing.
5.3. Thin and thick disk trends
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Figure 7. [F/Fe] as a function of [Fe/H] for the stars anal-
ysed here, color-coded based on their assigned stellar popu-
lation, i.e. thin disk, thick disk, or halo stars as determined
from the separation in the [Mg/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] plane (see
Jo¨nsson et al. (in prep.) for details)
.
In Figure 7 we again plot the [F/Fe] ratios as a func-
tion of metallicity, but this time colour-coding the stars
according to the assigned stellar population, i.e. thin
disk, thick disk, or halo stars as determined from the
separation in the [Mg/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] plane (see Jo¨nsson
et al. (in prep.) for details). If anything, there is a
slight tendency that the thick disk stars seem to lie at
the upper envelope of the thin disk stars. More data
are needed to confirm this observation. This is, how-
ever, theoretically expected according to the models in
Kobayashi et al. (2011b,a), also plotted in Jo¨nsson et al.
(2017b). We have also been able to determine an upper
limit of the F abundance for the only halo star in our
sample, which is, on the other hand, much lower than
what is predicted in Kobayashi et al. (2011b).
5.4. Secondary-element behavior
Another way to investigate the importance of the dif-
ferent nucleosynthetic processes for the cosmic fluorine
budget, is to look for the signatures of fluorine’s pri-
mary or secondary origin, see Section 5.1. Since oxygen
is produced as a primary element in massive stars (see,
e.g. Prantzos et al. 2018), plotting the number density
of fluorine as a function of the number density of oxy-
gen will reveal whether fluorine is primary or whether it
behaves like a secondary element. In Figure 8 we plot
A(F) versus A(O). A linear regression gives a slope of
1.8 ± 0.2 which is a clear indication of a secondary be-
havior. One can also directly plot the fluorine-to-oxygen
abundance ratio as a function of the oxygen abundance,
which will be a constant for a primary element and give
a slope of one for a secondary element. In Figure 9 this
is plotted and we can reject the hypothesis of a primary
element since the trend is not constant. The slope is
instead close to one, 1± 0.2, which is the signature of a
secondary element.
The synthesis of fluorine in evolved red giant stars
has been demonstrated observationally by a number of
studies, beginning with that of Jorissen et al. (1992)
and more recently those of e.g., Pandey (2006); Alves-
Brito et al. (2011); Lucatello et al. (2011); Abia et al.
(2015a, 2019). This is the only nucleosynthetic process
forming fluorine that has an observational proof of its
activity. From several papers on the galactic chemical
evolution of fluorine, the AGB-star contribution in the
approximate metallicity range of −0.6 < [Fe/H] < 0.0
is, indeed, claimed to be dominant (e.g. Renda et al.
2004; Recio-Blanco et al. 2012; Spitoni et al. 2018; Olive
& Vangioni 2019). It should, however, be noted that
there are different theoretical predictions of the AGB-
star contributions, mainly due to which nuclear reaction
rates are adopted. For instance, Prantzos et al. (2018)
find a lower AGB stellar yield than Kobayashi et al.
(2011b) or Spitoni et al. (2018); see also the discussion
in Guerc¸o et al. (2019a).
Due to the time delay of the AGB stars producing
cosmic fluorine, their contribution is theoretically pre-
dicted to start contributing at metallicities larger than
[Fe/H] ∼ −0.9 for the thin disk and at [Fe/H] ∼ −0.7
for the thick disk (c.f. Kobayashi et al. 2011a,b; Spitoni
et al. 2018). Thus, with these theoretical predictions and
our observationally determined secondary behaviour, we
conclude that the AGB star contribution must be dom-
inant at least in the −0.6 < [Fe/H] < 0.0 range, thus
corroborating the findings of Recio-Blanco et al. (2012);
Jo¨nsson et al. (2017b); Olive & Vangioni (2019); Guerc¸o
et al. (2019a). The AGB contribution would also natu-
rally cause the large spread in the [F/Fe] versus [Fe/H]
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plot, which we see in our data, due to the range in masses
(and therefore time delays) contributing.
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Figure 8. Number density of fluorine as a function of the
number density of oxygen for the stars analysed here (red
and blue) and those from Jo¨nsson et al. (2014a) from their
12µm observations (green). Typical error bars are marked.
The blue straight line is a linear regression to the data with
a slope of 1.8, which is close to 2.
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Figure 9. Fluorine to oxygen ratio versus the oxygen abun-
dance for the three sets of stars.
For high metallicities, above solar, we find an increas-
ing [F/Fe]-trend displaying only a small scatter. This
part also shows a secondary behaviour. The large in-
creasing trend is surprising, since according to galactic
chemical evolution models, like the ones in Spitoni et al.
(2018), the Fe contribution from Supernovae Type Ia
should nominally decrease the trend. The yields needed
to increase it instead, are larger than the current best de-
scription of the yields from Wolf-Rayet stars and Novea
(Spitoni et al. 2018), which are, most likely, even over-
estimated. In order to fit the increasing abundances at
high metallicities, Spitoni et al. (2018) tried to model the
galactic chemical evolution of fluorine by artificially in-
creasing the Wolf-Rayet yields as well as including a flu-
orine production from novae, which could better model
the observed data. Thus, the super-solar fluorine trend
can currently not be explained theoretically.
5.5. The metal-poor region
Unfortunately, we do not have many stars in the
metal-poor region. We have, however, one robust detec-
tion at [Fe/H] = −0.87 which shows a super-solar [F/Fe]
value of +0.2± 0.1. This, together with our upper lim-
its, and in light of the work by Guerc¸o et al. (2019a)
and Li et al. (2013), we cannot reject a (primary) con-
tribution at early times. The AGB-star contribution is
much too low at these metallicities. The models pre-
dicting a primary contribution at low metallicities are
(i) the rapidly-rotating-massive-star channel (Prantzos
et al. 2018) and (ii) the ν-process channel (most re-
cently; Olive & Vangioni 2019). The trend from the ro-
tating massive stars is a shallow and slightly larger-than-
solar [F/Fe] for all metallicities (Prantzos et al. 2018),
which is in better agreement with our data than the
ν-process prediction, which is lower for all metallicities.
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Figure 10. Ratio of fluorine to the s-process element Ce
which, in general, shows quite a flat trend for sub-solar metal-
licities. The two giants enhanced in s-process elements are
marked with red circles. These have values lower than the ex-
pected trend, caused by the high Ce abundances for normal
F abundances (upper limits in these cases). The Ce and F
abundances are, thus, not enhanced simultaneously in these
two stars. We use the solar Ce abundance from Grevesse
et al. (2015): A(Ce) = 1.58.
5.6. Stars enriched in s-process elements
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The main s-process takes place in the interior of low-
and intermediate-mass AGB stars (see, e.g., the discus-
sion in Forsberg et al. 2019), and Ce is to 84% a main
s-process element (Bisterzo et al. 2014). The [F/Ce] ra-
tio should then be constant for the interval in metallici-
ties where both elements are predominately synthesized
by the same type of AGB stars. We show the [F/Ce]
ratio as a function of metallicity in Figure 10. Apart
from the super-solar metallicities, the ratio is almost
flat, although with some scatter. This strengthens the
conclusion that AGB stars could be the dominant source
of fluorine at least in the −0.6 < [Fe/H] < 0.0 range.
In the full sample of stars from which we have chosen
our subset of stars, there are a number of stars which are
enriched in s-process elements. These stars are signifi-
cantly enriched in Zr, La, and Ce, simultaneously and
by the same amount. The origin of these stars and the
cause of this enrichment is not known, but being K gi-
ants, one possibility could be that the stars are in binary
systems, i.e. they are extrinsic s-enhanced stars. The
s-process element enhancement is then probably caused
by pollution from the evolved AGB companion. This
enhancement should then be accompanied by a fluo-
rine enhancement, since fluorine is expected to corre-
late with the s-process elements, since both production
chains include neutrons coming from He-nuclei reactions
with 13C (Abia et al. 2019). In solar-metallicity carbon
stars (on the AGB) this is indeed observed (Goriely &
Mowlavi 2000; Abia et al. 2019). It would, therefore,
be interesting to investigate whether these stars are en-
hanced in fluorine too.
We have determined upper limits of the fluorine abun-
dances for two of these stars enhanced in s-process
elements (2M14231899 and 2M17215666), both below
[Fe/H] < −0.8, one being a thick disk and one a halo
star. In Figures 2 and 3, we see that the upper limits for
these stars are not especially high. On the contrary, they
are even smaller than the robustly determined fluorine
abundance from the star with a metallicity intermediate
between the two stars. Thus, the fluorine abundances
do not seem abnormally high, although we have very few
data points in this metallicity range. The [F/Ce] ratio
as a function of metallicity is plotted in Figure 10. The
high Ce abundance and the normal fluorine abundances
put these two stars below the general flat trend, and es-
pecially below the ratio of the star with the intermedi-
ate metallicity. We thus conclude that these s-enhanced
stars do not show abnormally high fluorine abundances.
This is surprising since it might have been expected, had
these elements originated from AGB stars.
We checked for binarity for these stars, by looking for
radial velocity shifts in spectra observed by APOGEE
(SDSS IV; Majewski et al. 2017; Holtzman et al. 2018) at
different epochs, but could not find any sign of binarity.
Thus, the argument for them being extrinsic s-enhanced
stars is weakened. Another possibility may be that they
are globular-cluster escapees, which could leave traces
of enrichment from AGB stars, and therefore the en-
hancement of the s-process elements. But then fluorine
enhancements could possibly also be expected.
It therefore seems unlikely that AGB stars, at these
metallicities, are the cause of the s-process element en-
hancement or that fluorine is not produced at the same
enhancement levels as the s-process elements from AGB
stars. At these metallicities, the s-process elements
could also have contributions from the r-process, which
does not produce fluorine. The fluorine would then be
produced in rapidly rotating massive stars or through
the ν process.
We note that Cunha et al. (2003) also found that in
their measurements of stars in ω Cen, stars with en-
hancements of s-process elements at similar metallicities,
revealing a large contribution of AGB stars to the chem-
ical evolution, did not show enhanced levels of fluorine
either. These arguments strengthen the non-AGB con-
tribution at lower metallicities. We note, however, also
that Abia et al. (2019) conclude from analysing carbon-
rich AGB stars of different metallicities, that models
over-predict the production of fluorine for metal-poor
stars ([Fe/H] < −0.5), which could potentially explain
a lower F abundance than expected. It would be very
interesting to measure the fluorine abundances in the
other s-process-enriched stars from Jo¨nsson et al. (in
prep.), which are at higher metallicities, in a range where
the AGB star contribution is high.
We can thus corroborate the results in Guerc¸o et al.
(2019a) who argue for a primary behavior at [Fe/H] <
−0.5 and a secondary behavior above −0.5. This is sup-
ported by the fact that the s-enhanced stars in our sam-
ple do not show enhanced F for metallicities lower than
[Fe/H] < −0.6.
6. CONCLUSIONS
With the aim of putting constraints on the cosmic
origin of fluorine, we have derived the fluorine abun-
dances in 61 K giants in the solar neighborhood with
−1.1 < [Fe/H] < +0.4, by analysing the 2.3µm HF
line. Apart from the Phoenix spectra from Jo¨nsson
et al. (2017b), we present new spectra observed with
the IGRINS spectrograph at high spectral resolution.
In order to minimize the scatter in the data, we have
carefully determined accurate stellar parameters in a ho-
mogeneous way for all these stars.
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We find, in principle, a flat [F/Fe] versus [Fe/H] trend
for sub-solar metallicities, but an increasing trend above
solar metallicities. This increase in [F/Fe] is difficult
to explain; even if possible novae and the less likely
Wolf Rayet channels are at play for these metallicities,
the predicted fluorine production is not enough (Spitoni
et al. 2018).
We also find a clear secondary behavior for our stars.
In the −0.6 < [Fe/H] < 0 range, this secondary behav-
ior, together with the flat [Ce/F] trend, and the theo-
retically predicted importance of the processes in AGB
stars forming cosmic fluorine, leads us to the conclusion
that this channel dominates in this metallicity range.
Furthermore, together with the finding that two
metal-poor, s-process element-rich stars do not show an
enhanced fluorine abundance, and since both fluorine
from AGB stars and Fe from SN Ia are time delayed
(which for the thick disk means after [Fe/H] ∼ −0.7),
we cannot reject the hypothesis that for [Fe/H] < −0.7
the fluorine originates from massive stars, most likely
from processes in rapidly rotating massive stars (Prant-
zos et al. 2018; Guerc¸o et al. 2019a; Olive & Vangioni
2019), showing a primary behavior.
Therefore, it seems likely that several channels are
needed to explain the cosmic budget of fluorine at differ-
ent metallicities, corroborating the discussions in Abia
et al. (2015a); Cunha et al. (2008). Renda et al. (2004)
also showed that different contributions are needed.
They showed that the ν process could be dominant at
low metallicities, that the significance of the AGB stars
successively grows, and that the contribution of Wolf-
Rayet stars is significant for solar and super-solar metal-
licities. This was also shown by Spitoni et al. (2018).
It should, however, be noted that newer models might
weaken the case for the Wolf-Rayet channel. Olive &
Vangioni (2019) also argue that several processes are
needed, with the ν process being important at early
times and that the AGB contribution is the major one
at solar metallicities.
It is clear that further observations and measurements
of the cosmic fluorine trend at low metallicities are
needed. What causes the increasing [F/Fe] ratios for
super-solar metallicities also requires further theoretical
considerations.
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